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Vishnu Chundi
Vishnu Chundi is the Co-Founder and CEO of AssetVault, a multiaward winning fintech based out of London with offices in
Hyderabad. In 2016, Vishnu co-founded AssetVault and has
spearheaded the company’s involvement with several of the world’s
leading Fintech accelerators and innovation programs including
Techstars, UBS Future of Finance, Munich Re Mundi Lab, Accenture
fintech Lab, and PwC Scale Lab. Vishnu started his career at Bain and
Company, and subsequently launched the PayLater retail payment
processing platform as Head of New Products for Wonga, the first fintech “unicorn” from the
UK.
A holder of three Master’s degrees in Physics, Nanotechnology, and Business Management,
Vishnu carried out his graduate studies at Trinity Hall in the University of Cambridge (MPhil in
Nanotechnology) and the London Business School (MBA). He completed his Bachelor’s in
Electronics Engineering and a Masters in Physics from BITS-Pilani where he was awarded the
best research student award. In 2010, he was selected as the only student in India by the
Oxford and Cambridge Society of India as a recipient of its leadership scholarship for MPhil at
Cambridge, where he graduated with the highest honors in his class, and won the best research
paper award for his work. Vishnu completed two international exchange programs at the
University of Geneva with a full scholarship during his undergrad degree and later on
completed an exchange program at the Haas School of business at UC Berkeley during his
MBA.

Anca Velicu
The last three years, Anca has been working as a strategy consultant
with Strategy& (part of PwC) in Australia. Her move to Sydney after
pursuing a Master in Business Administration (MBA) at the London
Business School and Wharton was a transition from her legal career
focused on Mergers & Acquisitions and Energy Law in Europe.
In August 2020, Anca decided it was time to return to her keen
interest in energy and sustainability and joined the in-house strategy
team of the dynamic Offshore Wind business unit of Vattenfall. Vattenfall is a Swedish utility,
with a mission to enable fossil free living within one generation.

Patrick Pan
Patrick is a Fortune-100-bred and startup-tested leader in global
strategy and marketing, leading multinational profitability, B2C
commercial growth, B2B platform scale, and brand storytelling at
some of the last decade’s most interesting institutionally funded
companies, including Therabody (formerly Theragun), Lumin Skin,
and Nest New York. He was also the co-founder and CMO of
Apastra, a marketplace SaaS platform that accelerates the global
product manufacturing and supply chain ecosystem.
Patrick studied at UC Berkeley with an honors thesis examining the globalization of
consumerism and at London Business School in the MBA program. He currently serves as
President of the Berkeley-Haas Alumni Network of Los Angeles.

Antonio Weiss
Antonio is a writer, digital advisor, entrepreneur, and politician. He
is a Director and Partner at The PSC, a public service specialist
digital transformation consultancy. He is also an elected Labour
Party councillor, cabinet member and former Parliamentary
Candidate. Antonio is the co-founder of Thomas Clipper, a British
lifestyle brand for men, which has been featured in GQ, Monocle,
Wallpaper, and is sold across the world.
His business books have been shortlisted for the Chartered
Management Institute/British Library Management Book of the Year Award, a #1 UK WH Smith
Business Bestseller and Business Book of the Month, and translated into several languages
across the globe. He holds a PhD in History from Birkbeck, University of London and a Master’s
Degree (Distinction) and Bachelor’s Degree (First Class) in History from the University of
Cambridge. Antonio is also an affiliated researcher at the Digital State programme at the
Bennett Institute of Public Policy at the University of Cambridge.

Nattaphol Vimolchalao
Nattaphol is Executive Director of Siamrajathanee Group, a
publicly-traded company with an annual turnover of over $200M.
The business group is active in automotive leasing, information
technology, flexible packaging, material sciences, healthcare, and
hospitality. Previously, he worked at P&G as Technical Process
Engineering Manager responsible for technology transfer and
production scale-up from a hair care technical center in Japan and
USA. Nattaphol also has experience consulting for ARM, Oxbridge
Bioscience Roundtable and startup companies in Cambridge.

Nattaphol holds an MPhil in Nanotechnology Enterprise and Technology Policy from University
of Cambridge and a BSc in Physics/ Material Science and Engineering from The University of
Manchester. Nattaphol also received a research scholarship from The University of Tokyo in
cancer drug delivery and is a member of Young President Organisation (YPO) Thailand Chapter.
Priyanka Ahuja
Priyanka has a bachelor's degree in Computer Science
from B.M.S. College of Engineering and recently
earned her MBA from the London Business School,
during which she did an exchange at the UC Berkeley
Haas School of Business. She is an entrepreneur and
helped build ChaiPoint, India’s largest tea retail chain,
where she was instrumental in launching India’s only
IoT-enabled fresh tea vending machines for
corporate companies.
Prior to joining LBS she was Head of Sales (Bangalore) for Uber Eats, and is a digital strategy and
innovation consultant for UK start-ups FoodBays, Mastersome, and Hungry Ventures.

